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Benefit more from PeopleSoft
with
Oracle Management Cloud.
Use PeopleSoft, with its proven 25-year history of best-in-class 
solutions, to help you manage the complexities of a global 
business environment.

With the tightly integrated applications covering areas such 
as Human Capital Management, Financial Management, 
Procurement and Supplier Management, Campus Solutions, 
you can make better decisions, reduce costs, and increase 
performance.

Combining these capabilities with Oracle Management Cloud’s 
Infrastructure Monitoring, IT Analytics, Log Analytics, and 
Application Performance Monitoring provides a powerful and 
unified monitoring, analysis, and management solution.
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Combine solutions for  
better results.

Oracle Management Cloud provides a suite of next-generation 
integrated monitoring, management, and analytics capabilities 
that complement PeopleSoft.

Application Performance Monitoring
• Perform end-user monitoring (JavaScript injection, synthetic)

• Analyze integrated contextual logs.

• Evaluate application request and transaction performance.

• Obtain Oracle WebLogic Server resource metrics, usage, 
stuck threads.
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Oracle Management Cloud provides a suite of next-generation 
integrated monitoring, management, and analytics capabilities 
that complement PeopleSoft.

Log Analytics
• Explore logs through the topology.

• Efficiently explore and detect anomalies via smart 
clustering.

• Analyze massive log data across stack.

• Rapidly find the root cause of issues.
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Oracle Management Cloud provides a suite of next-generation 
integrated monitoring, management, and analytics capabilities 
that complement PeopleSoft.

Infrastructure Monitoring
• Discover the entire PeopleSoft landscape automatically.

• Use integrated, predefined dashboards or create custom 
ones.

• Correlate data across tiers.

• Obtain performance and availability metrics.
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Oracle Management Cloud provides a suite of next-generation 
integrated monitoring, management, and analytics capabilities 
that complement PeopleSoft.

Analytics: IT, Security, Compliance
• Resource analytics: Compare and contrast usage; analyze 

usage by different usage dimensions.

• Capacity optimization: Optimize based on proactive planning.

• Performance and availability analytics: Analyze SQL queries, 
find root case for recurring systemic problems.

• Data Explorer: View real-time performance snapshots.
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Combined strength is value.
While point products may address a specific need, none have the 
combined, comprehensive functionality of Oracle Peoplesoft and 
Oracle Management Cloud. 

• Take advantage of a suite of solutions for IT operations on a 
unified platform.

• Address a wide range of monitoring, analytics, and 
management needs with minimal resources, for example, 
support proactive monitoring, performance analysis and 
diagnostics, capacity planning, compliance, security, and 
anomaly detection functions with a single agent.

• Work seamlessly across cloud and on-premises 
environments.

Value Through Synergy
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Increase revenue and drive 
innovation. 

Stay ahead of business demands, enable innovation, promote 
growth into new markets, drive mission-critical operations, and 
increase your revenue. 

• Minimize expensive application outages by providing visibility 
into all resources and tiers of the application through a unified 
view.

• Monitor your production application using Infrastructure 
Monitoring.

• Analyze current load and peak usage behaviors, and stay 
ahead of high-load periods through accurate capacity 
planning.

• Add and remove resources to maintain efficient resource 
consumption.

• Monitor all application environments, test and development 
instances with a single interface. No need for business users 
and IT professionals to maintain and learn different sets of 
tools.

Innovation
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Reduce the cost of application ownership.
Oracle Management Cloud monitors applications regardless of where they’re deployed—in the cloud, on-premises, or a combination
(hybrid) ensuring the efficient use of all your environment resources. Lower your application cost by migrating PeopleSoft environments
(for example, test and development) to the cloud.

Reduce your reliance on expensive functional expertise and tools by using Oracle Management Cloud’s single interface.

Reduced Cost
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• Understand the relationship between PeopleSoft
components, their middleware technologies and the
underlying operating systems.

• Observe transaction response times across different
application tiers.

• Perform analysis of PeopleSoft processes, trace failures, and
identify problems.

• Monitor for queued processes to prevent bottlenecks.

Analysis and Optimization

Monitor and analyze 
applications across all tiers.
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Simplify operations for your 
environment. 
Application administrators ensure that all environments operate
at their required levels. They’re responsible for patching the
environments and ensuring the patch levels are appropriate for
the supported releases. 

• Monitor application patching, configuration, and cloning logs. 
Identify any errors or anomalies in the upgrade or patching 
operations.

• Monitor the resource usage across all components of the 
application stack. Easily identify components that are close to 
capacity, and automatically add resources.

• Automate the cloning of application instances and patching 
and other upgrade operations.

Simplified Operations
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Monitor the security of your environments.

As application environments move from on-premises to the cloud, security and compliance concerns often increase. Reduce these 
concerns, by using Oracle Management Cloud: 

• Maintain strict compliance and security requirements using a unified view.

• Use Application Performance Monitoring, in combination with Log Analytics, to monitor applications for anomalous behavior.

• Identify anomalies across your environment and remediate them before significant issues arise.

Compliance and Security
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Get Started

Learn more, connect, and visit us online!
View data sheets, FAQs, pricing, and additional resources on the product site. Sign up for a free trial at Oracle Cloud, or purchase a 
subscription and get started by visiting the Oracle Help Center.

https://cloud.oracle.com/en_US/management
https://cloud.oracle.com/tryit
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/management-cloud/index.html
https://www.oracle.com/search/events
https://blogs.oracle.com/saas/
https://www.facebook.com/oraclemanagementcloud/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/oracle-cloud
https://twitter.com/oraclemgmtcloud
https://www.youtube.com/oraclemanagementcloud
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